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though the film is a completely straight narration,
the way each separate thread comes and merges to

the climax is an interesting way of dealing with a
screenplay. and yes there are few scenes that evoke

good laughter. the shift from rural atmosphere to
the urban, and the clever leads to the climax are the

highpoints of yamudu. final point: as mentioned
earlier surya is a wonderful actor. his intensity is

spoken by the likes of ramgopal varma, his dances
are matched by best of the lot, his smile makes girls

drool, and his dialogue delivery is powerful. all he
needs a film to do that! yamudu, dubbed version of

tamil super hit singam is one such film. continue
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reading more about it! technical departments:
devisri prasad is a master in using percussion

instruments, and he uses them to get the mass beat
going. songs are shot well and sing-able too! fights

are good, and the wire removal team should be
appreciated for their touchups. v.t.vijayans editing is

fast and complements the pace of the movie. the
angles used to capture suryas histrionics are

outstanding, as they keep elevating him each time
as the hero of the film. priyans cinematography in
fighting scenes is worth watching too. empowering

140+ indians within and abroad with entertainment,
infotainment, credible, independent, issue based

journalism oriented latest updates on politics,
movies. india herald group of publishers p limited is

mediatech division of prestigious kotii group of
technological ventures r&d p limited, which is core

purposed to be empowering 760+ crore people
across 230+ countries of this wonderful world. india

herald group of publishers p limited is new
generation online media group, which brings
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wealthy knowledge of information from print media
and candid yet fluid presentation from electronic
media together into digital media space for our

users. with the help of dedicated journalists team of
about 450+ years experience; india herald group of
publishers private limited is the first and only true

digital online publishing media groups to have such
a dedicated team. dream of empowering over 1300
million indians across the world to stay connected

with their mother land [from web, phone, tablet and
other smart devices] multiplies india herald group of
publishers private limited team energy to bring the

best into all our media initiatives such as
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what is good: the movie is a well made thriller and
has all the ingredients to become a hit. all the actors
perform well, and the scenes are well written. its a
movie that shows you a lot of violence and makes

you wonder if the film is just made with some thrill in
mind. all the fights are well choreographed, and they

have to be applauded for their efforts. though the
movie could have been a lot longer, the finale in

which all the die hard fans are happy, brings down
the tone and makes us forget about the time that

passed. what is bad: though many readers would be
pleased to know that there are some good dialogues
in the film, some of them just don't sit well with us.

we do not mean that the diction is poor, but the
dialogues do not fit the character's personality well

enough. this is the case with the first half of the
movie, and also in the second half, when the movie
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shifts from rural to urban. the only change in
character from one character to another is surya
himself. what is good: the movie is a well made

thriller and has all the ingredients to become a hit.
all the actors perform well, and the scenes are well
written. its a movie that shows you a lot of violence
and makes you wonder if the film is just made with

some thrill in mind. all the fights are well
choreographed, and they have to be applauded for
their efforts. yamudu has a brilliant premise. the
story of a powerful but altruistic person who also

happens to be an undercover cop gets woven into
the typical love story of the superhero. it’s a

combination that makes for a good watch. the teaser
doesn’t provide any clue about how the plot will

unfold, but i was pleasantly surprised with the result.
the concept of a cop playing a superhero on screen

is new. but then, we’ve seen it done before.
5ec8ef588b
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